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What admission
tutors look for?

Suitable candidate both 
academically and socially



Reasons for choosing the course

Subject specific skills

Enthusiasm for your subject

Any work experience, placement, voluntary work

Career plans

Gap year plans

Motivation and commitment

Extra-curricular hobbies and interests

Why you?

What admission tutors look for?



Structure



Paragraph 1: 
Introduction

What was your
personal
trigger?

How does your
subject relate to     
society or
current affairs?

Which aspects
of the course
are    you really
looking forward
to         studying
in more detail
and why?



Paragraph 2: 
Your interest in Subject

What you have done in
school to       develop
your interest in the
subject    (trips/ books/
wider reading...)

What you have done outside
school  you can link to your
subject? (work    experience,
volunteering, part-time    
 job....)



Paragraph 3: 
Wider Skills

Give an account of your
non-academic  
 achievments

What did you learn?
Does it relate to your subject in
some way?
What tranferable skills did you
gain?
Can they be useful to you in              
university life?

Additional experience and skills:



Paragraph 3: 
Wider Skills (Transferable Skills)



ABC

Activity 
(what have you done)

Benefit 
(skills its given you)

Course 
(how it relates to
the course)



Paragraph 4: 
Summary

Why you want
to go to
university and      
study the
course?

Why you
deserve to be
offered a 
 place?

How you are
prepared both
academically 
 and socialy for
the challenge of
Higher  
 Education?



Ne tik domėjimasis, bet ir
aktyvi veikla, įsitraukimas

Public lectures

Extended project

Essay Political thoughts

MOOCs

Student magazines



Patarimai
Copy/Paste                                   Citatos

Sąrašai                                          Humoras

Kilšės ('from a young age', 'since I was a child', 'I’ve
always been            fascinated by', 'I have a thirst for
knowledge', 'the world we live in today‘)

Nepagrįsti teiginiai ('I genuinely believe I’m a highly
motivated person' or 'My achievements are vast‘)

Negatyvūs teiginiai

Nereikšmingi asmeniniai faktai
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